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Access to Information
apologies to Mr. Pournelle (correction), Dec. p. 76
information poverty—let me count the ways (editorial), Aug. pp. 8-10
Accession 2.1
tracking objects: managing collections of nonprint media, Apr. pp. 92-94
Accounting Information
the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE (short take), Apr. pp. 58-61
Accuracy of Databases
clarification offered on “article type” in Computer Select (letter), Aug. p. 6
Jacso calls for warnings of omissions in Computer Select (letter), Aug. p. 7
Jeffrey Beall’s search technique, Apr. p. 32
searching for skeletons in the database cupboard part I: errors of omission, Feb. pp. 38-49
searching for skeletons in the database cupboard part II: errors of commission, Apr. pp. 30-36
ACI US, Inc.
programming the interface: customizing 4th Dimension, Dec. pp. 85-86
Adobe Acrobat
looking ahead—an Acrobat leaps into the full-text picture, Oct. p. 29
Advanced Research Technologies (ART)
ART creates custom interface for Dialog customers (newspages), Aug. p. 68
Advertising
content analysis: a potent tool in the searchers’ arsenal, Apr. pp. 62-68
a proposal for database “nutrition and ingredient” labeling (editorial), Feb. pp. 7-9
Agricultural Databases
subset CD-ROM databases from CAB International: VETCD and BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62
AIIP (Association of Independent Information Professionals)
Dialog announces DialSearch search and referral service (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Allied & Alternative Medicine (AMED)
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. p. 101
Alston, Patricia Gayle
environment online: update ’93, Dec. pp. 42-46
AMED (Allied & Alternative Medicine)
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. p. 101
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
American Business Phone Book
CD-ROM Expo, Feb. p. 101
Andrews, Phyllis M.
grant information online, Apr. pp. 38-45
Animals
subset CD-ROM databases from CAB International: VETCD and BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62
Anis, Nick
Dvorak’s Inside Track to DOS & PC Performance (book review), Jun. pp. 94-95
Ardis, Susan B.
Arms, Caroline
user views of the “vision,” Feb. p. 20
Arnold, Stephen E.
[book review], Dec. p. 80
ArticleFirst Databases
FirstSearch adds new document supplier (newspages), Jun. p. 12
Arts and Humanities Search
tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
ASCII Files
data file formats for exchange of data, Oct. pp. 91-93
Association of Independent Information Professionals (AIIP)
Dialog announces DialSearch search and referral service (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Astronomy Information
the sky online, Feb. pp. 51-57
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Astronomy Information
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AT&T
AT&T, Springer-Verlag and UCSF test electronic library system (news
pages), Aug. p. 68
...to provide directory & database services on the Internet (news
pages), Jun. p. 9

Author Searches

tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun.
pp. 60-67

Awards

Carl Franklin wins Excellence in Writing award (news), Feb. p. 12
judging committee announced for 1993 information authorship award
(news), Aug. pp. 13-14

ONLINE/DATABASE Product of the Year Awards announced at
ONLINE/CD-ROM '93 (news), Dec. p. 11

Basch, Reva
annual review of database developments: 1993, Dec., pp. 29-41

Bates, Mary Ellen
dating full-text market research, Aug. pp. 30-36

Beacon—the Multimedia Guidance Resource
interactive exploration tools, Aug. p. 94

Beall, Jeffrey
Jeffrey Beall's search technique, Apr. p. 32

BEASTCD
subset CD-ROM databases from CAB International: VETCD and
BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62

Beilstein Current Facts in Chemistry on CD-ROM
new chemical databases on CD-ROM, Feb. pp. 59-67

Beiser, Karl
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. p. 91-95
competition in popular disc publishing projects, Apr. pp. 95-98
interactive exploration tools, Aug. pp. 92-94
from print to electronic form, Oct. pp. 97-99
on the road again—and again and again, Jun. pp. 105-107
selecting software for libraries, Apr. pp. 18-29

Berglund, Sharon
full-text searching on major supermarket systems, Oct. pp. 32-42

Biblio-Link II
PBS releases network version of Pro-Cite plus Biblio-Link II for DOS
(news), Dec. pp. 12, 72

BiblioData's Fulltext Sources Online database (short take), Jun. pp. 88-89

Bibliographic Management Software
bibliography formatting software: an update, Feb. pp. 24-37
data in the electronic community, Feb. pp. 26-27
INMAGIC/PowerPacker utilities boost speed and performance (news),
Dec. p. 72

Library Master version 2.0: steady improvement for “one of the best,” Dec.
pp. 68-71

new post-processing software available for Dialog, Data-Star, and
Knowledge Index (news), Dec. p. 72
Papyrus: good bibliographic value at a reasonable price, Jun. pp. 82-87
Reference Manager for Windows now available (news), Aug.
pp. 69-70

Biological Abstracts

BIBIOS expands Biological Abstracts CD-ROM (letter), Apr. p. 7

Biomedical Information. See also Life Sciences Database Updates (news)
Data-Base: a galaxy of international databases, Jun. pp. 53-56
the FDA electronic bulletin board service, Feb. pp. 80-85
health and medical content of Burrelle's Broadcast Database, Apr. pp. 99-102
Internet database review: the FDA BBS, Dec. pp. 82-84
monitoring new drug developments in IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and
Pharmaprojects, Aug. pp. 103-108
the Online Journal of Current Clinical Trials: an innovation in electronic
journal publishing, Feb. pp. 14-23
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. pp. 100-103
searching online for articles about online: where to find references to bio-
medical databases, part 2, Dec. pp. 100-104

BITNET
e-mail lists as databases, Apr. pp. 106-108

B.H. Blackwell Ltd.

UnCover Company formed (news), Jun. p. 10

Book Review Databases

SilverPlatter offers CD-ROM versions of book review databases (news)
Feb. pp. 76-77

Book Reviews. See also Search Aids & Publications (news)

Build Your Own LAN and Save a Bundle (Aubrey Pilgrim), Oct. p. 78
Feb. p. 107

83-84

The Competitive Intelligence Handbook (Richard E. Combs and John D.
Moorhead), Dec. pp. 78, 80

Directory to Fulltext Online Resources: 1992 (Jack Kessler), Feb. p. 108

Dvorak's Inside Track to DOS & PC Performance (John C. Dvorak and
Nick Anis), Jun. pp. 94-95

El Thesaurus (Jessica Milstead), Dec. pp. 80-81

Infotrends: The Competitive Use of Information (Jessica Keyes), Aug.
pp. 76-79

An Introduction to U.S. Patent Searching: The Process (Susan B. Ardis),
Feb. pp. 108-110

Local Area Networks: A Guide for Midrange Decision Makers (Teresa
Elms), Jun. p. 95

Managing the Economics of Owning, Leasing and Contracting Out
Information Services (Anne Woodsworth and James F. Williams II),
Oct. pp. 78, 80

Mastering Internetworking (V.C. Marney-Petix), Apr. pp. 6-7

Paradox for Windows Made Easy (Ed Jones), Oct. pp. 77-78

PfE: Publications in Engineering, Dec. p. 81

Thinkwork: Working, Learning and Managing in a Computer-Interactive
Society (Fred Young Phillips), Aug. pp. 78-79

TiD BITS—A Newsletter for Mac Users (Adam and Tonya Engst), Jun.
pp. 95, 97

TOP 500 Library Microcomputer Software Application Programs, Apr. p. 84
The Virtual Corporation (William H. Davidson and Michael S. Malone),
Aug. p. 78

Virtual Worlds: Real Challenges: Papers from SRI's 1991 Conference on
Virtual Reality (Teresa Middleton), Apr. pp. 82-83

Book Stacks Unlimited, Inc.
new bookstore accessible online (news), Apr. p. 16

Books
electronic books as databases, Aug. pp. 84-86
new bookstore accessible online (news), Apr. p. 16

Brederman, Paul
VETCD and BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62

Bromley, Marilyn
correction on publisher of patent file (letter), Feb. p. 50

Broun, Kevin
Datapro Software Directory (short take), Oct. pp. 60-63

BRS Online Services

9600 baud access offered by BRS Online Products (news), Feb. p. 11

BRS/SEARCH
BRS North American Users Group, Aug. p. 50
enhancements and upgrades offered to BRS/SEARCH (news), Apr.
p. 16

extending the role of the corporate library: corporate database applications
using BRS/SEARCH software, Aug. pp. 45-52

new software based on BRS/Search (news), Jun. p. 12

Buchanan, Nancy L.
the FirstSearch Catalog, Dec. pp. 53-61

Build Your Own LAN and Save a Bundle (book review), Oct. p. 78

Bulletin Boards. See Electronic Bulletin Boards

Burforck, Robert E.
name searching of chemical compounds, Feb. pp. 102-104
data on polymer class terms, Jun. pp. 123-124
technical topics and the media, Oct. pp. 94-96

Burrelle's Broadcast Database
health and medical content of Burrelle's Broadcast Database, Apr. pp.
99-102

Business & Finance Database Updates (news)
D&B's Dan's Global Families now available, Dec. p. 72
Disclosure announces enhancements to SEC database, Feb. p. 73

Dow Jones News/Retrieval adds three new features to its online service,
Jun. p. 13

FREEDONIA MARKET RESEARCH added to MARKETFULL, Feb. p. 73

1994 February DATABASE 119
M.A.L.D. obtains exclusive online rights for Yano Research Institute market studies, Dec. p. 72
Mead Data Central adds new sources to NEXIS service, Jun. pp. 12-13
PIPELINE released by Investext Group on I/PLUS Direct, Apr. p. 73
PROMT launched on Germany's online service, GENIOS-Wirtschaftsdatenbanken, Oct. p. 12
PROMT now available on QUESTEL, Feb. p. 73
Questel announces release of the ECHOS database, Aug. p. 70
Questel announces release of UKMARK database, Dec. p. 73
Questel releases BILAN database, Jun. p. 13
Securities Data Company (SDC) to distribute Worldwide Mergers & Acquisitions Database, Oct. p. 12
Thomson & Thomson develops new TRADEMARKSCAN databases, Dec. pp. 72-73

Business Databases
the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE (short take), Apr. pp. 58-61
annual review of database developments; 1993, Dec. pp. 33-34
Data-Star: a galaxy of international databases, Jun. pp. 48-59
dialing up telecommunications information, Jun. pp. 68-72
finding corporate relationships online, Aug. pp. 83-83
finding full-text market research, Aug. pp. 30-36
Internet business resources, Dec. pp. 47-52
Latin America online: best databases for news, business and current affairs, Dec. pp. 14-28
market research reports online, Apr. pp. 86-88
what is business searching?, Oct. pp. 81-83

Business Plan Toolkit
Software Pick of the Month (column), Jun. pp. 128

Business Topic Research (BTR)
Lotus Notes databases: the foundation of a virtual library, Jun. p. 40

CAB International
subset CD-ROM databases from CAB International: VETCD and BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62
CacheAll speeds up CD-ROMs, networks and other storage devices (news- pages), Aug. p. 72
Caduceus (column)
the FDA electronic bulletin board service, Feb. pp. 80-85
health and medical content of Burrelle's Broadcast Database, Apr. pp. 99-102
monitoring new drug developments in IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and Pharmaprodjects, Aug. pp. 103-108
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. pp. 100-103
RANK: a new tool for analyzing search results on DIALOG, Jun. pp. 11-118
searching online for articles about online: where to find references to biomedical databases, part 2, Dec. pp. 100-104

Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA)
SilverPlatter takes Over Compact Cambridge (newspages), Jun. p. 14

Canada
Canadian legal databases: a valuable resource for American searches, Aug. pp. 37-42
developing Canadian Law Online's PARTNER SEARCH: designer's dilemma, Aug. pp. 43-44

Canadian Law Online (CLO)
Canadian legal databases: a valuable resource for American searches, Aug. p. 41
developing Canadian Law Online's PARTNER SEARCH: designer's dilemma, Aug. pp. 43-44

Careers
Beacon—the Multimedia Guidance Resource, Aug. p. 94
Career Search: a unique database for employment information, Aug. pp. 63-65
CARL Systems Inc.
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102
UnCover Company formed (newspages), Jun. p. 10
CASPR announces new versions of LibraryWorks (newspages), Oct. p. 70
CAT CD450
OCLC updates CD-ROM cataloging system (newspages), Jun. p. 14

Catalogs, Public. See OPACs

CD-Recordable

CD-ROM Databases
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 91-95
survey shows explosive CD-ROM growth in libraries (newspages), Oct. p. 11
CD-ROM Drives
CacheAll speeds up CD-ROMs, networks and other storage devices (news- pages), Aug. p. 72
CD-ROM Expo, Feb. pp. 99-100
on the road again—and again and again, Jun. pp. 105-107
Third Wave introduces minichanger with Quadraspin technology (news- pages), Oct. p. 71
CD-ROM Hardware
OCS enhances OPTI-NET for MS-DOS CD-ROM networking software (newspages), Apr. p. 76
SilverPlatter to discontinue supplying hardware for MultiPlatter line (news- pages), Apr. p. 76

CD-ROM Networks
CacheAll speeds up CD-ROMs, networks and other storage devices (news- pages), Aug. p. 72
Disport allows users to share CD-ROM drives (newspages), Oct. p. 71
new CD-ROM network solution offers speedy access to multiple CD-ROMs (newspages), Oct. p. 71
OCS enhances OPTI-NET for MS-DOS CD-ROM networking software (newspages), Apr. p. 76
SilverPlatter to discontinue supplying hardware for MultiPlatter line (news- pages), Apr. p. 76
SilverPlatter unveils MultiPlatter line of networking products (newspages), Feb. p. 76

CD-ROM News
CacheAll speeds up CD-ROMs, networks and other storage devices, Aug. p. 72
DIALOG CD-ROM products available on a GSA schedule B/C, Oct. p. 70
Dialog introduces full-text business news on CD-ROM, Feb. p. 77
Disport allows users to share CD-ROM drives, Oct. p. 71
labeling system for corporate, library and personal CD-ROM collections, Oct. p. 71
MLA bibliography thesaurus now available on CD-ROM, Feb. p. 77
new CD-ROM multimedia encyclopedia from McGraw-Hill, Feb. p. 77
new CD-ROM network solution offers speedy access to multiple CD-ROMs, Oct. p. 71
new WILSONDISC software version 2.5, Jun. pp. 14, 91
newly uncovered software patents available on CD-ROM, Aug. p. 72
OCLC updates CD-ROM cataloging system, Jun. p. 14
OCS and Encyclopaedia Britannica sign distribution agreement, Oct. p. 70
PREMISE 2.0 released with versions for Macintosh and Windows, Dec. pp. 74-75
SilverPlatter offers CD-ROM versions of book review databases, Feb. pp. 76-77
SilverPlatter takes Over Compact Cambridge, Jun. p. 14
SilverPlatter to publish LLBA on CD-ROM, Feb. p. 76
SilverPlatter unveils MultiPlatter line of networking products, Feb. p. 76
Third Wave introduces minichanger with Quadraspin technology, Oct. p. 71

CD-ROM Publishing
CD-ROM Report (column)
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 91-95
competition in popular disc publishing projects, Apr. pp. 95-98
interactive exploration tools, Aug. pp. 92-94
from print to electronic form: the sum greater than the parts, Oct. pp. 97-99
on the road again—and again and again, Jun. pp. 105-107
CD-ROM Technology
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 91-95
CD-ROM Titles (newspages)
ABC POL SCI, Aug. p. 73
Academic Index, Apr. p. 77

Academic Index, Apr. p. 77
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America: History and Life, Aug. p. 73
American Business Database, Oct. p. 72
Artifact, Oct. pp. 72-73
BGM CD-ROM, Jun. p. 92
Bibliography of Native Americans, Aug. p. 73
BiblioMed Citation Series, Jun. p. 91
BiblioMed Professional Series, Jun. p. 91
BiblioMed Specialty Series, Jun. p. 91
Biochemistry & Biophysics Citation Index, Apr. p. 77
Biological Abstracts on Compact Disc, Apr. p. 77
BIOTECH PatentImages, Apr. p. 78
Business ASAP, Apr. p. 77
Canadian OSH Legislation disc, Aug. p. 73
CAS 12th Collective Abstracts on CD-ROM, Aug. p. 73
CONSULT renamed SAM CD—Scientific American Medicine on CD-ROM, Apr. p. 78
CRIES CDROM, Dec. p. 75
DIALOG OnDisc BlueSheets, Oct. p. 72
Education Index on WILSONDSC CD-ROM, Apr. p. 77
El Page One, Apr. p. 77
ELECTRONIC DEWEY, Jun. pp. 91-92
ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, HEALTH & SAFETY (ECH&S), Aug. p. 72
ERIC, Dec. p. 75
Expanded Academic ASAP, Apr. p. 77
FAR Series on CD-ROM, Aug. pp. 72-73
FormsBook on CD V2.0, Oct. p. 72
Gale Directory of Databases and Information Companies on CD-ROM, Apr. p. 76
Gales' Literary Index CD-ROM, Jun. pp. 91-92
General BusinessFile-International, Dec. p. 75
General BusinessFile-Select, Apr. p. 77
GeoRef, Apr. p. 78
Government Spending, Oct. p. 72
Great Poetry Classics, Oct. p. 73
Health Planning & Administration/EBSCO CD-ROM, Jun. p. 91
Historical Abstracts, Aug. p. 73
INSPEC OnDisc, Apr. pp. 76-77
JAPANESE COMPANY FACTFINDER, Aug. p. 72
Magazine ASAP, Apr. p. 77
MOVE—Highway Vehicles Safety edition, Aug. p. 73
NAFTA, Dec. p. 72
National Newspaper Abstracts, Apr. p. 77
PAIS/EBSCO CD-ROM, Jun. p. 91
Physician's MEDLINE Plus, Jun. p. 91
Science Citation Index, Apr. pp. 77-78
Shakespeare Study Guide, Oct. p. 73
Social Sciences Citation Index, Apr. pp. 77-78
Specially Citation Indexes, Dec. p. 75
UNBIS PLUS ON CD-ROM, Oct. p. 72
VOLNET UK, Oct. p. 72
World Trade Database, Oct. p. 72
Central America. See Latin America
Chapman & Hall Chemical Database (CHCD) of Natural Products on CD-ROM
new chemical databases on CD-ROM, Feb. pp. 59-63
Chemecornor (column)
name searching of chemical compounds: a rose by any other name..., Feb. pp. 102-104
polymer class terms: a polymer by any other name might not be retrieved, Jun. pp. 123-124
read all about it...technical topics and the media, Oct. pp. 94-96
Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)
CAS creates Topic Advisory Groups (newspages), Oct. p. 11
new chemical databases on CD-ROM, Feb. pp. 59-67
reader comments on DIALOG graphics and chemical CD-ROMS (letter), Aug. p. 6
yes, DIALOG images are attractive (letter), Aug. p. 6
Chemistry Database Updates (newspages)
CAS Registry Numbers added to CEN, PIRA database, and PNI, Dec. p. 73
CAS Registry Numbers added to the CApreviews file, Feb. p. 74
CASREACT search capabilities enhanced on STN International, Feb. p. 74
Chemical Hazards Information System database is now available on the CINS, Aug. p. 70
CHEMINFORM RX now available on STN International, Apr. pp. 73-74
CHEMLIST enhanced by more lists of regulated substances, Dec. p. 73
material safety data sheets (MSDSs) for crop protection chemicals available in the CROPPRO database on The CIS, Jun. pp. 13-14
searching by common functional groups added to CASREACT database on STN International, Jun. p. 13
ChemSelect reaction database designed for the PC (newspages), Aug. p. 70
CHIROLARS
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. p. 102
CINAHL
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. pp. 101-102
Cineman Movie Reviews
rating the movies with online reviews, Feb. p. 70
C.I.S. See Commonwealth of Independent States (C.I.S)
Citation Indexes
fan mail for citation searching article (letter), Oct. p. 6
tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
ClinPSYC
family studies electronic resources, Aug. p. 55
Collections
tracking objects: managing collections of nonprint media, Apr. pp. 92-94
Colson, Harold
interview, Dec. pp. 24-27
Combs, Richard E.
The Competitive Intelligence Handbook (book review), Dec. pp. 78, 80
Command Language
RANK: a new tool for analyzing search results on DIALOG, Jun. pp. 111-118
Commonwealth of Independent States (C.I.S)
from Russia, with love: unique sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. pp. 17-23
Communications Software
Dialog software available for Windows and Macintosh (newspages), Dec. p. 12
Compact Cambridge
SilverPlatter takes Over Compact Cambridge (newspages), Jun. p. 14
The Competitive Intelligence Handbook (book review), Dec. pp. 78, 80
CompuServe
from Russia, with love: unique sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. p. 22
the sky online, Feb. p. 56
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 92-93
Computer Networks. See Telecommunications Networks
Computer Security Resource Center (CSRC)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 93-94
Computer Select
clarification offered on “article type” in Computer Select (letter), Aug. p. 6
Jaesdl calls for warnings of omissions in Computer Select (letter), Aug. p. 7
Computer Viruses
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 91-94
Conferences
SLA reports actual ’93 conference total attendance of 5,166—over 600 less than National Online Meeting’s (NOM) claimed 5,800 (newspages), Aug. p. 14
so many meetings, so little time: a comparative evaluation of Global Meeting Line, EVENTLINE, and FAIRBASE, Apr. pp. 46-56
Conflicts of Interest
the law librarian’s first step to CIO: the conflicts database, Dec. pp. 105-108
Congressional Quarterly Washington Alert
Congress watching on LEXIS, WESTLAW, LEGI-SLATE and Congressional Quarterly’s CQ Washington Alert, Apr. pp. 104-107
Congressional Quarterly’s Washington Alert, Jun. pp. 119-122
Connolly, Bruce
Content Analysis
content analysis: a potent tool in the searchers’ arsenal, Apr. pp. 62-68
RANK: a new tool for analyzing search results on DIALOG, Jun. pp. 111-118
Cooper Heller Research, Inc.
Dialog announces DiaSearch search and referral service (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Copler, Judith A.
[book review], Apr. p. 84; Aug. p. 78; Oct. p. 80
Copyright
availability of electronic full-text sources: a look behind the scenes, Oct. pp. 24, 26
Online Inc. begins new organization-wide license (OWL™)...offers photocomp, electronic use, extra print copies for $59 (newspages), Aug. p. 13
CORPORATE AFFILIATIONS
finding corporate relationships online, Aug. pp. 81-82
Courtois, Martin P.
searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
Costandino, Margaret E.
BIOSIS expands Biological Abstracts CD-ROM (letter), Apr. p. 7
Costs
STN introduces more flexible pricing for online current awareness (newspages), Jun. p. 12
Counterpoint Publishing offers daily Federal Register via the Internet (newspages), Jun. pp. 10, 12
Current Contents
Courtois, Martin P.
searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
Cox, John
Cox, John
Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81
CreANImate
graphic exploitation: interfaces as gateways to databases, Jun. pp. 102-103
Cronin, Mary J.
internet business resources, Dec. pp. 47-52
Cross-Cultural CD
family studies electronic resources, Aug. p. 55
Currency of Databases
"how full is full?" revisited: a status report on searching full-text periodicals, Oct. pp. 14, 16
Current Affairs Database Updates (newspages)
Arts & Humanities Search available on Data-Star, Feb. p. 74
BOOKS OUT OF PRINT PLUS to include book reviews, Aug. p. 70
data bases added to OCLC's FirstSearch Catalog, Feb. p. 74
Dialog announces addition of TIME PUBLICATIONS database, Oct. p. 12
Dialog announces completion of migration of newspapers from the VUTEXT system, Apr. p. 74
ETHNIC NEWS WATCH database available on LEXIS/NEXIS, Jun. p. 14
Health Care Reform Hotfile added to LEXIS/NEXIS, Dec. p. 73
more than 500 journals added to Periodical Abstracts' source material, Feb. p. 74
OCLC adds three databases to The FirstSearch Catalog and the EPIC service, Oct. p. 12
Reed Reference Publishing announces availability of two R.R. Bowker Biographical Directories online, Oct. pp. 12, 69
regional business articles available same-day on Data-Times, Dec. p. 73
summaries of television and radio news broadcasts added to NEXIS, Dec. p. 73
TEXTLINE files on DIALOG restructured, Apr. p. 74
Current Affairs Information
content analysis: a potent tool in the searchers' arsenal, Apr. pp. 62-68
read all about it...technical topics and the media, Oct. pp. 94-96
Current Awareness Services
a comparative review of two diskette-based current awareness services: Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81
Dialog provides enhanced delivery and menu options for Alert service (newspages), Dec. p. 11
electronic receipt of SDIs now available from ORBIT (newspages), Feb. p. 11
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102
Springer Journals Preview Service now available (newspages), Jun. p. 10
STN introduces more flexible pricing for online current awareness (newspages), Jun. p. 12
UnCover Company formed (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Current Contents
a comparative review of two diskette-based current awareness services: Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. p. 101
Current Facts in Chemistry on CD-ROM
new chemical databases on CD-ROM, Feb. pp. 59-67
Current Contents
"how full is full?" revisited: a status report on searching full-text periodicals, Oct. pp. 14, 16
dialoging up telecommunications information, Jun. pp. 68-72
read all about it...technical topics and the media, Oct. pp. 94-96
Current Awareness Services
a comparative review of two diskette-based current awareness services: Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81
Dialog provides enhanced delivery and menu options for Alert service (newspages), Dec. p. 11
electronic receipt of SDIs now available from ORBIT (newspages), Feb. p. 11
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102
Springer Journals Preview Service now available (newspages), Jun. p. 10
STN introduces more flexible pricing for online current awareness (newspages), Jun. p. 12
UnCover Company formed (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Current Contents
a comparative review of two diskette-based current awareness services: Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81
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The Competitive Intelligence Handbook (book review), Dec. pp. 78, 80
Morgan, Jim
[book review], Oct. p. 78
Morrow, Blaine Victor
Movies
rating the movies with online reviews, Feb. pp. 69-71
MS-DOS Operating System
printing screens from DOS, Apr. pp. 89-91
Multimedia
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 92
graphic exploitation: interfaces as gateways to databases, Jun. p. 103
Multimedia Encyclopedia of Mammalian Biology
new CD-ROM multimedia encyclopedia from McGraw-Hill (newspages),
Feb. p. 77
Multiasking
Windows and multitasking, Dec. pp. 87-90
Music Databases
you can be a virtuoso at online music research, Apr. pp. 69-71
Music Literature International (RILM)
you can be a virtuoso at online music research, Apr. pp. 70-71
NATASHA
family studies electronic resources, Aug. p. 55
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 93-94

1994 February DATABASE 127
National Online Meeting (NOM)
SLA reports actual '93 conference total attendance of 5,166—over 600 less than National Online Meeting's (NOM) claimed 5,800 (news-
pages), Aug. p. 14

National Science Foundation (NSF)
AT&T to provide directory & database services on the Internet (news-
pages), Jun. p. 9

Network Solutions, Inc.
AT&T to provide directory & database services on the Internet (news-
pages), Jun. p. 9

Networks, See CD-ROM Networks; Telecommunications Networks
Newland, Jean

Data-Star, Jun. pp. 48-59

Newspaper Databases
Latin America online: best databases for news, business and current affairs,
newspapers as databases: the San Jose Mercury-News and the Mercury
Center, Oct. pp. 88-90

NEXIS
full-text searching on major supermarket systems: DIALOG, Data-Star,
and NEXIS, Oct. pp. 32-42

Mead Data Central releases version 2.7 LEXIS/NEXIS Research Software
(newspages), Apr. p. 73

Nickerson, Gord
[book review], Feb. p. 107
the electronic community, Feb. pp. 26-27

NIST Computer Security Resource Center (CSRC)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 93-94

Nonprint Media
tracking objects: managing collections of nonprint media, Apr. pp. 92-94

Noonan, Dana
[book review], Jun. p. 95

Notes, See Lotus Notes

Notes, Greg R.
[book review], Feb. p. 107

e-mail lists as databases, Apr. pp. 106-108
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102

LC's debut on the Internet, Oct. pp. 84-87

NOTIS Systems expands hardware options for InfoShare (newspages), Jun.
p. 70
Numerical Databases

OCLC
...announces intent to acquire Information Dimensions, Inc. (news-
pages), Apr. pp. 15-16
EPIC prices standardized (newspages), Aug. p. 68
FirstSearch adds new document supplier (newspages), Jun. p. 12
the FirstSearch Catalog: 37 databases and still growing, Dec. pp. 53-61
...implements first step of Electronic Data Exchange Program (EDX)
(newspages), Feb. pp. 12, 73
OCLC's EPIC service and FirstSearch Catalog, Feb. pp. 105-106
the Online Journal of Current Clinical Trials: an innovation in electronic
journal publishing, Feb. pp. 14-23
...SiteSearch software released (newspages), Apr. p. 73
...updates CD-ROM cataloging system (newspages), Jun. p. 14

Ojala, Marydee
finding corporate relationships online, Aug. pp. 80-83
market research reports online, Apr. pp. 86-88
a mythical case study in corporate affiliations, Aug. p. 81
what is business searching?, Oct. pp. 81-83

O'Leary, Mick
rating the movies with online reviews, Feb., pp. 69-71

Olsen, Niels Berg
DIALOG graphics and chemical CD-ROMS (letter), Aug. p. 6
On the Nets (column). See also Internet
e-mail lists as databases, Apr. pp. 106-108
Internet database review: the FDA BBS, Dec. pp. 82-84
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102

Pharmaprojects, Aug. pp. 103-108
Pharmaceutical Databases
monitoring new drug developments in IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and
Pharmaproxus, Aug. pp. 103-108

Pemberton, Heather
...SiteSearch software released (newspages), Apr. p. 73

PC Monitor (column)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 91-94
data file formats for exchange of data, Oct. pp. 91-93
printing screens from DOS, Apr. pp. 89-91
Windows and multitasking, Dec. pp. 87-90
words and numbers, Aug. pp. 87-89

Pemberton, Heather
pp. 73-74; Dec. p. 76

Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.
 Network aware version of Pro-Cite from PBS (newspages), Apr. p. 16

PBS releases network version of Pro-Cite plus Biblio-Link II for DOS
(newspages), Dec. pp. 12, 72
Personnel Information. See Human Resource Information
Pharmaceutical Databases
monitoring new drug developments in IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and
Pharmaproxus, Aug. pp. 103-108
**Pharmaprojects**

Monitoring new drug developments in IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and Pharmaprojects, Aug. pp. 103-108

Phillips, Fred Young


**PhoneDisc USA**

Competition in popular disc publishing projects, Apr. pp. 95-98

Photo CD


PIE: Publications in Engineering (book review), Dec. p. 81

Pilgrim, Aubrey

Build Your Own LAN and Save a Bundle (book review), Oct. p. 78

PiNet

the sky online, Feb. pp. 56-57

Polymers

polymer class terms: a polymer by any other name might not be retrieved, Jun. pp. 123-124

Portable Computers

on the road again—and again and again, Jun. pp. 105-107

Post-processing of Search Results

new post-processing software available for Dialog, Data-Star, and Knowledge Index (newspages), Dec. p. 72

Pournelle, Jerry

apologies to Mr. Pournelle (correction), Dec. p. 76

PowerSearch multifile searching on ORBIT (newspages), Aug. p. 69

Predicasts

Information Access Company to consolidate Predicasts and IAC under one name (newspages), Aug. p. 13

PREMISE 2.0 released with versions for Macintosh and Windows (newspages), Dec. pp. 74-75

Printers and Printing

printing screens from DOS, Apr. pp. 89-91

on the road again—and again and again, Jun. p. 107

PRISM Cataloging

OCLC updates CD-ROM cataloging system (newspages), Jun. p. 14

Pritchard-Schoch, Teresa


Congressional Quarterly’s Washington Alert, Jun. pp. 119-122

the law librarian’s first step to CIO, Dec. pp. 105-108

Pro-Cite

network aware version of Pro-Cite from PBS (newspages), Apr. p. 16

PBS releases network version of Pro-Cite plus Biblio-Link II for DOS (newspages), Dec. pp. 12, 72

ProPhone Business

CD-ROM Expo, Feb. pp. 100-101

PsyclINFO

online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. p. 102

QL Systems Ltd.

Canadian legal databases: a valuable resource for American searches, Aug. pp. 38-41

Quality Control

Jeffrey Beall’s search technique, Apr. p. 32

a proposal for database “nutrition and ingredient” labeling (editorial), Feb. pp. 7-9


searching for skeletons in the database cupboard part II: errors of commission, Apr. pp. 30-36

Quattro Pro For Windows

Software Pick of the Month (column), Apr. p. 112

Questel, Inc.

Questel offers congratulations and corrects...some details (letter), Apr. p. 6

QuickLaw

Canadian legal databases: a valuable resource for American searches, Aug. pp. 38-41

RANK: a new tool for analyzing search results on DIALOG, Jun. pp. 111-118

Reference Manager for Windows now available (newspages), Aug. pp. 69-70

Reference Update

available weekly on the net (newspages), Dec. p. 12

a comparative review of two diskette-based current awareness services: Current Contents on Diskette and Reference Update, Jun. pp. 73-81

Research and Development

the quest for currency: searching the emerging technologies, Aug. pp. 95-98

Research Information Systems

Reference Update available weekly on the net (newspages), Dec. p. 12

Research Libraries Group (RLG)

RLG to offer Russian databases through CitaDel (newspages), Feb. p. 73

Rich, Jane L.

Lotus Notes databases, Jun. pp. 33-46

RLG: See Research Libraries Group (RLG)

Robbins, Kathy

user views of the “vision,” Feb. pp. 20, 22

Roger Ebert’s Movie Reviews

rating the movies with online reviews, Feb. pp. 69-70

Russian Connection BBS (RC BBS)

from Russia, with love; unique sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. pp. 21-22

Russica/Magellan

from Russia, with love; unique sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. pp. 18-19

San Jose Mercury-News

newspapers as databases: the San Jose Mercury-News and the Mercury Center, Oct. pp. 88-90

Scanlan, Jean M.

the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE, Apr. pp. 58-61

Schneider, Deborah

user views of the “vision,” Feb. pp. 20-22

Schoenbrun, Cynthia

sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. pp. 17-23

Schwarzwalder, Robert

Engineering Information’s bold new moves, Apr. pp. 103-105

online gambits, tricks and strategies, Dec. pp. 96-99

searching the emerging technologies, Aug. pp. 95-98

Software Pick of the Month (column)

the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE, Apr. pp. 58-61

Directory of Published Proceedings launched on Data-Star, Aug. pp. 71-72

Engineering Information announces Concise Engineering and Technology Index, Aug. p. 71

Environmental Protection Agency’s ERNS database now available on CIS, Feb. p. 75

Genuine Article document delivery service available to OCLC users, Feb. p. 76

McGraw-Hill Aerospace database on ESA-IRS contain full-text newsletters and magazines, Feb. pp. 75-76


three databases from Cambridge Scientific Abstracts available on STN International, Feb. p. 75

Science & Technology Databases Updates (newspages)

Engineering Information Inc. (Ei) announces enhancements to Ei COMPENDEX*PLUS engineering database, Oct. p. 69

Science and Technology Databases


online gambits, tricks and strategies in the technology databases, Dec. pp. 96-99


a sampling of science resources on the Internet, Dec. pp. 65-67

SciSearch

tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67

SCSI Interface

parallel-to-SCSI pocket adapter for PCs (newspages), Oct. p. 69

SDC. See Securities Data Company (SDC)

Search Aids & Publications (newspages), Feb. pp. 77-78; Apr. p. 78; Jun. p. 92; Aug. pp. 73-74; Oct. p. 73; Dec. pp. 75-76. See also Book Reviews

Searching

e-mail lists as databases, Apr. pp. 106-108

the FirstSearch Catalog: 37 databases and still growing, Dec. pp. 53-61

full-text searching on major supermarket systems: DIALOG, Data-Star, and NEXIS, Oct. pp. 32-42
online gambits, tricks and strategies in the technology databases, Dec. pp. 96-99
RANK: a new tool for analyzing search results on DIALOG, Jun. pp. 111-118
searching for skeletons in the database cupboard part I: errors of omission, Feb. pp. 38-49
searching for skeletons in the database cupboard part II: errors of commission, Apr. pp. 30-36
searching online for articles about online: where to find references to biomedical databases, part 2, Dec. pp. 100-104
tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
what is business searching? Oct. pp. 81-83
Securities Data Company (SDC)
SilverPlatter Information, Inc.
Shuttle Technology, Inc.
Shellhase, Jeremy
Sheehan, Mark
Shareware
selecting software for libraries, Apr. pp. 25-26
Sheehan, Mark
[book review], Jun. p. 97
Shellhase, Jeremy
user views of the "vision," Feb. p. 20
Short Take (column)
the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE, Apr. pp. 58-61
BiblioData's FullFirst Sources Online database, Jun. pp. 88-89
more software information online: Datapro Software Directory, Oct. pp. 60-63
Shuttle Technology, Inc.
parallel-to-SCSI pocket adapter for PCs (newspages), Oct. p. 69
SilverPlatter Information, Inc.
MLA bibliography thesaurus now available on CD-ROM (newspages), Feb. p. 77
...offers CD-ROM versions of book review databases (newspages), Feb. pp. 77-77
...takes Over Compact Cambridge (newspages), Jun. p. 14
...to discontinue supplying hardware for MultiPlatter line (newspages), Apr. p. 76
...to publish LLBA on CD-ROM (newspages), Feb. p. 76
...unveils MultiPlatter line of networking products (newspages), Feb. p. 76
SLA. See Special Libraries Association (SLA)
Snow, Bonnie
FDA electronic bulletin board service, Feb. pp. 80-85
IMSWorld R & D FOCUS and Pharmaprocjects, Aug. pp. 103-108
searching online for articles about online: part 2, Dec. pp. 100-104
Social Sciences Databases
Social SciSearch
tips for searching the ISI citation indexes for personnel decisions, Jun. pp. 60-67
Software. See also Software News; Software Pick of the Month (column)
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 91-94
bibliography formatting software: an update, Feb. pp. 24-37
cross-platform traffic: manipulating data with FileMaker Pro 2.0, Feb. pp. 95-97
extending the role of the corporate library: corporate database applications using BRS/SEARCH software, Apr. pp. 45-52
Library Master version 2.0: steady improvement for "one of the best," Dec. pp. 68-71
looking ahead—an Acrobat leaps into the full-text picture, Oct. p. 29
more software information online: Datapro Software Directory (short take), Oct. pp. 60-63
programming the interface: customizing 4th Dimension, Dec. pp. 85-86
selecting software for libraries, Apr. pp. 18-29
Windows and multitasking, Dec. pp. 87-90
words and numbers, Aug. pp. 87-89
Software News
CacheAll speeds up CD-ROMS, networks and other storage devices, Aug. p. 72
CASPR announces new versions of LibraryWorks, Oct. p. 70
ChemSelect reaction database designed for the PC, Aug. p. 70
Dialog software available for Windows and Macintosh, Dec. p. 12
enhancements and upgrades offered to BRS/SEARCH, Apr. p. 16
Infoface offers uniform searching interface, Aug. p. 69
INMAGIC PowerPack utilities boost speed and performance, Dec. p. 72
Mead Data Central releases version 2.7 LEXIS/NEXIS Research Software, Apr. p. 73
network aware version of Pro-Cite from PBS, Apr. p. 16
new post-processing software available for Dialog, Data-Star, and Knowledge Index, Dec. p. 72
new software based on BRS/SEARCH, Jun. p. 12
new WILSONDISC software version 2.5, Jun. pp. 14, 91
new Windows desktop utility from Fifth Generation Systems, Apr. p. 73
newly uncovered software patents available on CD-ROM, Aug. p. 72
NOTIS expands hardware options for InfoShare, Oct. p. 70
OCLC's SiteSearch software released, Apr. p. 73
PBS releases network version of Pro-Cite plus BibliO-Link II for DOS, Dec. pp. 12, 72
PowerSearch multifile searching on ORBIT, Aug. p. 69
PREMISE 2.0 released with versions for Macintosh and Windows, Dec. pp. 74-75
price reduced for STN Mentor Laboratory, Apr. p. 73
Reference Manager for Windows now available, Aug. pp. 69-70
West and WordPerfect will work together on legal research tools, Oct. p. 70
Software Pick of the Month (column)
Business Plan Toolkit, Jun. pp. 128
DocuComp II, Aug. p. 112
Hotnet, Feb. p. 114
Quatro Pro For Windows, Apr. p. 112
Solomon, Marc
content analysis, Apr. pp. 62-68
South America. See Latin America
Soviet Archives
from Russia, with love; unique sources of electronic information on the Commonwealth of Independent States, Aug. pp. 22-23
Special Libraries Association (SLA)
SLA reports actual '93 conference total attendance of 5,166—over 600 less than National Online Meeting's (NOM) claimed 5,800 (newspages), Aug. p. 14
Spreadheets
words and numbers, Aug. pp. 87-89
Springer-Verlag
AT&T, Springer-Verlag and UCSF test electronic library system (newspages), Aug. p. 68
Springer Journals Preview Service now available (newspages), Jun. p. 10
Statistical Databases
Statistics, User. See User Statistics
Stigleman, Sue
bibliography formatting software, Feb. pp. 24-37
Papyrus, Jun. pp. 82-87
STN International
...introduces more flexible pricing for online current awareness (newspages), Jun. p. 12
new document suppliers added to STN (newspages), Aug. pp. 68-69
two new document suppliers join STN International (newspages), Feb. p. 11
...will offer Derwent databases (newspages), Feb. p. 11
workshops will continue to be offered at half price (newspages), Aug. p. 69
STN Mentor Laboratory
price reduced for STN Mentor Laboratory (newspages), Apr. p. 73
Stover, Mark
family studies electronic resources, Aug. pp. 53-56
Stricker, Ulla de
developing Canadian Law Online's PARTNER SEARCH, Aug. pp. 43-44
Stute, George
[book review], Apr. p. 84
Sweetland, James H.
information poverty (editorial), Aug. pp. 8-10
Tao of Cows
Tax Databases
the ACCOUNTING & TAX DATABASE (short take), Apr. pp. 58-61
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Technology

CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 91-95
life in the acceleration lane: getting up to speed with new technologies (editorial), Dec. pp. 8-9
The Technophile (column). See also Science & Technology Database Updates (newspapers)

Engineering Information’s bold new moves, Apr. pp. 103-105
online gambits, tricks and strategies in the technology databases, Dec. pp. 96-99
the quest for currency: searching the emerging technologies, Aug. pp. 95-98

TECrnet
Internet business resources, Dec. pp. 49, 51

Telecommunications Industry
dialing up telecommunications information, Jun. pp. 68-72
Telecommunications Networks. See also Internet (newspapers)
the electronic community, Feb. pp. 26-27
life in the acceleration lane: getting up to speed with new technologies (editorial), Dec. pp. 8-9
Springer Journals Preview Service now available (newspapers), Jun. p. 10

Telephone Directories
CD-ROM Expo, Feb. pp. 100-101
competition in popular disc publishing projects, Apr. pp. 95-98
Tencorip
full-text searching on major supermarket systems, Oct. pp. 32-42
Terminology
life in the acceleration lane: getting up to speed with new technologies (editorial), Dec. pp. 8-9
Textbook Toolbox
electronic books as databases, Aug. p. 85
The Virtual Corporation (book review), Aug. p. 78

Third Wave Computing introduces minichanger with Quadraspin technology (newspapers), Oct. p. 71

Thompson, N.J.
additions and changes to article on intellectual property databases (letter), Apr. p. 6

ToGbITs—A Newsletter for Mac Users (book review), Jun. pp. 95, 97
Tillotson, Joy
citation searching article (letter), Oct. p. 6

Tomasinol, Nicholas G.
Internet database review: the FDA BBS, Dec. pp. 82-84

TOP 500 Library Microcomputer Software Application Programs (book review), Apr. p. 84
Total Recall™
new service based on BRS/Search (newspapers), Jun. p. 12

Translators
translation service bulletin board, Jun. p. 59
Trends
CD-ROM—middle-aged crazy after all these years, Dec. pp. 91-95
content analysis: a potent tool in the searchers’ arsenal, Apr. pp. 62-68
Truth in Advertising
a proposal for database “nutrition and ingredient” labeling (editorial), Feb. pp. 7-9

UMI/Data Courier Award
Carl Franklin wins Excellence in Writing award (newspapers), Feb. p. 12

UnCover
Internet database review: UnCover, Aug. pp. 99-102
UnCover Company formed (newspapers), Jun. p. 10
University of California, San Francisco
AT&T, Springer-Verlag and UCSP test electronic library system (newspapers), Aug. p. 68

User Interfaces
ART creates custom interface for Dialog customers (newspapers), Aug. p. 68
developing Canadian Law Online’s PARTNER SEARCH: designer’s dilemma, Aug. pp. 43-44
Infosource offers uniform searching interface (newspapers), Aug. p. 69

User Statistics
‘.et counts? measuring machine readable database use (editorial), Apr. pp. 10-12
USSR. See Commonwealth of Independent States (C.I.S)

Valauskas, Edward J.
cross-platform traffic: manipulating data with FileMaker Pro 2.0, Feb. pp. 95-97
customizing 4th Dimension, Dec. pp. 85-86
electronic books as databases, Aug. pp. 84-86
graphic exploitation: interfaces as gateways to databases, Jun. pp. 102-104
newspapers as databases: the San Jose Mercury-News and the Mercury Center, Oct. pp. 88-90
tracking objects: managing collections of nonprint media, Apr. pp. 92-94
Van Camp, Ann J.
health and medical content of Burrelle’s Broadcast Database, Apr. pp. 99-102
online sources for alternative medicine information, Oct. pp. 100-103

Vaccía, Susan H.
INMAGIC Plus for libraries, Oct. pp. 44-55

Virtual Corporations
subset CD-ROM databases from CAB International: VETCD and BEASTCD, Aug. pp. 57-62

Videodiscs
graphic exploitation: interfaces as gateways to databases, Jun. pp. 102-104

Virtual Libraries
Virtual Worlds: Real Challenges: Papers from SRI’s 1991 Conference on Virtual Reality (book review), Apr. pp. 82-83

VIRUS-L
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 92-93

Voture
allies in the virus battle, Feb. pp. 91-94
Vista opens on Dynix (newspapers), Dec. p. 12
VTLS Inc.
videotapes of the Library Directors’ Conference available (newspapers), Feb. p. 73

Ward, Suzanne
[book review], Dec. p. 81

Warr, Wendy A.
new chemical databases on CD-ROM, Feb. pp. 59-67
yes, DIALOG images are attractive (letter), Aug. p. 6

Washington Alert
Congressional Quarterly’s Washington Alert, Jun. pp. 119-122

West Publishing Company
PREMISE 2.0 released with versions for Macintosh and Windows (newspapers), Dec. pp. 74-75
West and WordPerfect will work together on legal research tools (newspapers), Oct. p. 70

WESTLAW

White, Meryl
Career Search, Aug. pp. 63-65

White House
White House reachable through Internet e-mail (newspapers), Aug. p. 14

Williams, James F.

WILSONDISC
new WILSONDISC software version 2.5 (newspapers), Jun. pp. 14, 91
Windows. See Microsoft Windows

Wolf, Thomas E.
Library Master version 2.0, Dec. pp. 68-71

Woodsworth, Anne

WordPerfect 5.1
words and numbers, Aug. pp. 87-89

WordPerfect Corporation
West and WordPerfect will work together on legal research tools (newspapers), Oct. p. 70

Ziff-Davis forms electronic information division—names Morry Goldstein president (newspapers), Dec. pp. 11-12